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CONTACT
The best way to contact me is via email
pschultz@fhacademics.org
FHMS main line 480-664-5434

Click
here for
website
access.

This year we will be using SchoolsPLP
as our learning platform. Everything
your child needs will be on this
platform.

Hello Physical Education Students!
I am so excited to be your leader this year as we embark on this new journey together. Although the schooling is
starting out at a distance we can make this trek together in a positive way. I’m always up for an adventure as you can
see above. I love the water and spend a lot of time on my paddleboard exploring the Arizona rivers and lakes as well
as the Pacific Ocean! Being raised in California the water is my favorite. I have three talented and beautiful daughters
that are creating their own life adventures. Mckenna (24). Kelsey (21) and Lauren (19) who all attended FHUSD and all
graduated as well as were state champions in their sports that they participated in.(GO FALCONS!!) I also have a 1
year old dog named Havoc that also loves the water and adventuring with the family. My husband and I have been
married for over 26 years and are looking forward to many more adventures together. As a Division 2 swimmer in my
college days, I have been blessed with the talent of swimming and coaching. Three years ago I was able to start the
first swim team for the FHUSD school district and now I coach the best team in the state. :)
I look forward to leading you on the journey of the 2020-21 school year. I want to inspire and help you all to learn to
develop a lifelong journey of positive mental, social, emotional and physical health!
Mrs. Schultz
We Fly Together and We have a Falcon State of Mind!

SUPPLY
SUPPLY LIST
LIST
Here is a list of things you can use. Please do not go out and buy equipment- many
items on the list you may have at home. The classes can be completed using only
body weight.

Towel or yoga mat
Soup Cans
Gallon water jugs
Bands- loop or surgical tubing type with handles
Ball
No equipment (all exercises can be completed without equipment)
2 , 3, 5, or 10 lbs weights that you already have

Expectations
Come to meeting on time
Log in daily to the virtual meeting at class time for attendance
Come Ready to Learn
No Distractions
Keep your camera on
Mute Yourself
Ask for help in the chat
Be Respectful
Be Responsible
Be Kind
Be Safe

ONLINE
ONLINE LEARNING
LEARNING SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
8:30-9:15am

1st Hour

6th Grade

9:20-10:05am

2nd Hour

7th Grade

10:10-10:55am

3rd Hour

8th Grade

BREAK
11:40-12:30pm

4th Grade PE

12:45-1:35pm

5th Grade PE

2:10-2:40

OFFICE HOURS/WHOLE SCHOOL MESSAGE

CLASS
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INFO

Learning Online

Digital Expectations

Learning Space

We are about to embark on our
online learning adventure. Our
learning experiences will be
different from the Spring of last
school year because those were
learning opportunities. We are
now starting live teaching and
learning that follows a full day
of school schedule, but
modified for home. Students
will partake in both
synchronous (live instruction)
and asynchronous (independent
time) learning time.

Students will be responsible for
logging onto their computer at
the start of each school day, and
join our different learning
blocks throughout the day for
live instruction and
independent practice. Your
child will need to be digitally
responsible, and listen to
directions, so they can complete
activities with my help and
independently. They need to
continue following the Falcon
expectations of be respectful, be
responsible, be kind and be safe.

It is important that your child
has an at home learning
space. If they are learning at
home, set up a school space
that is in a quiet area, includes
their materials, and leaves
them a space to have their
computer/charger set up, and
a desk space to write on. If
they are learning at a Fountain
Hills facility, they have
organized their materials in a
backpack when it is time to go
to learn.

